
Topic 5. Switching algebra. Logic 
function minimisation.



Switching Algebra

Switching algebra consist of :

1) A set of elements B= {0,1};

2) Logic operations AND, OR and NOT, that are defined as:



Two and three variable Theorems

Obs. 1. The number of terms in theorems can be extended.

Obs. 2. In all theorems it is possible to replace each variable with

an arbitrary logic expression.

We can substitute complex expressions using these theorems.



Logic signals and gates

In a logic function y = f(x1, x2,…,xn) variables and functions can take on only 2 
values: 0 and 1.

A logic fuction of n variables are defined in m=2n points. As the value of a logic 
function in these points can be only 0 and 1, there are N= 2m such functions.







Standard Representation of Logic 
Functions

Logic functions can be represented in 3 
modes: 

• graphically (truth table , Karnaugh map, logic 
circuit and timing diagram);

• analytically (canonical sum, canonical product, 
minimal sum and minimal product);

• as a list (minterm list, maxterm list).



Truth table
Traditionally the input combinations are arranged in rows in ascending binary 
counting order, and the corresponding output values are written in a column 
next to the rows. The general structure of a 3-variable truth table is shown 
below:

The TT for n-variable logic function has 2n

rows.



Karnaugh Maps
A Karnaugh map is a graphical representation of a logic function’s TT.

Karnaugh maps for logic functions of 2,3 and 4 variables:

The columns and rows are labeled using Gray 

code or reflected code – 00, 01, 11, 10. 



Karnaugh Maps



Canonical forms
Canonical sum Canonical produc

A n-variable minterm is a normal 
product term with n literals.  There are 
2n such product terms. The literals are 
written in the minterm according to 
the following rule:

A n-variable maxterm is a 
normal sum term with n literals.  
There are 2n such sum terms. 
The literals are written in the 
maxterm according to the 
following rule:

The canonical sum of a logic function is 
a sum of the minterms corresponding 
to TT rows (input combination) for 
which the function produces a 1 
output.

The canonical product of a logic 
function is the product of the 
maxterms, corresponding to 
input combinations for which 
the function produces a 0 
output.
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Implementation of logic functions

• Implementation of logic function means its realization 
with logic gates. 

• The most used forms of implementation are NAND and 
NOR.

Cost (C)- the number of all inputs in logic gates. It is 
measured in Quines (Q).
Delay time (Td) – The number of levels in the circuit or 
the maximal number of logic gates that cross the signal 
from input to output.  It is measured in τ.



Examples





Karnaugh Maps



Examples



Logic circuit

Cost (C)- the number of all inputs in logic gates. It is measured in Quines (Q).

Delay time (Td) – The number of levels in the circuit or the maximal number of

logic gates that cross the signal from input to output. It is measured in τ.









“Don’t Care “ Input Combinations

Sometimes the specification of a combinational 
circuit is so that its output doesn’t matter for certain 
input combinations, called “don’t cares”. This may be 
true because the outputs really don’t matter when 
these input combinations occur or because these input 
combinations never occur in normal operation.

• Obs. 1. Allow d’s to be included when circling sets of 1’s 
to make the sets as large as possible. This reduces the 
number of variables.

• Obs. 2. Do not circle any sets that contain only d’s. It 
would unnecessarily increase its cost.





Multiple   Output Minimization





Minimisation of 5-variable logic 
function





Example F=(x1,x2,x3,x4, x5) = S (0,3,6,7,12,14,15,16,19,22,27,28,30)
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